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Third-party unmult plugins for After Effects are used to create a composite with a layer's alpha channel based on brightness or brightness. But sometimes it becomes necessary to do it in a different way. In this case, you will have to figure out all the intricacies of integration between various unmulter plugins and others. The program has a fairly basic package of plugins with a huge number of all sorts of
functions that you yourself can add to your arsenal. UnMult (or simply Multi-panel) is a plugin for AfterEffects that allows you to work with multiple lights by applying multiple effects. This plug-in must be used in the program when creating composite images in After EXtended or Intended; when working with tracks in AfterExtended, when it is necessary to convert sources into one or more layers, etc. In fact,

this is the mode of preparing the mask for editing. You can use a MultiPanel using a combination of the All keyword and a MultiTable. As a result, MultiTable includes all sources and lighting. After applying this effect, the theme of the next frame will repeat. Before pasting the reserved files into each frame, you need to copy them. To do this, follow the instructions in the filter window. Let's create a simple
composite effect that will be used when creating a three-image movie. Two sources will be used, which can be used as the source of the second image. The final goal will be to create an image that combines components that mimic a diamond, mirror and skin. As an example, we use the image of a girl's hands in bracelets. In the original image, we created a hand with diamonds in it, and in our image, we captured

the flames of fire in the air.Examples of our sources will be images of a girl in a necklace and two gloves. The created sources must first be converted to layers using the Source layer. Once you've done this, you'll need to make sure the layers are rendered separately and then mask them. Remember that masks will only be set on source layers that are inside the object layer. For a channel that appears before the
source layer, the mask is set to all layers, and after the source layer, the mask is applied to the entire channel. To create a mask for a channel located behind the source layer, use the following procedure. Filter Layer > Image > Channel Mask Adjustment > All Mask
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